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JAPANESE PRIZE CASES

THE GERMAN STEAMSHIP"ZUIMO" AND ITS CARGO
Nov. 21, 1914, l\1arch 29, 1915
(Japanese supreme prize court and prize court at Sasebo)

Decision, concerning the case of the seizure of the
German steamship Zuimo and its cargo in the supreme
prize court and the prize court at Sase bo.
A

Concerning the case of the seizure of the German
steamship Zuimo and its cargo, the prize court at Sasebo ·
rendered the decision on the 21st day of November of
the third year of Taisho (A. D. 1914) as follows:
DECISION

Petitioner: Hamburg-Amerikanische Pack e tf ahr t
Actiengesellschaft, of Hamburg, eiermany.
Representative: George Bohlsen, Hamburg-American
Line, Shanghai, China.
Deputy: Robert Copus, Kitanomachi, Kobe.
Counsellor for petitioner: Joei Hirata, counsellor at
law.
The prize court at Sasebo renders the decision con- 8 ase
Judbgmcnt . of
o pnze
cerning the case of the seizure of the German steamship court.
Zuimo and its cargo, as follows:
TEXT

The German steamship Zuimo and its cargo on board,
consisting of 600 tons of Miike coal, 900 tons of Cardiff
coal, 60 barrels of machine oil, and 3 cases of medical
supplies shall be condemned as prize.
FACTS AND REASONS

The steamship Zuimo is owned by the I-Iamburg- Statement
•
fact.
.
American Steamship Co. of Germany, registered at
Hamburg, Germany, having its scat at Shanghai,
China, and is a mcrchan tman solely engaged in transportation of goods, under the German flag.
33474--25t----12
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When the war broke out between Germany, on one
hand, and Russia, France, and Great Britain, on the
other, in the early period of August, the third year of
Taisho (A. D. 1914) the ship 'vas laden at Shanghai,
by the order of the said steamship company, with 600
tons of Miike coal, 900 tons of Cardiff coal, 60 barrels of
machine oil, and 3 cases of medical supplies, all of 'vhich
·
belonged to the same company.
The ship left Shanghai on the 7th of that month in
order to supply the German fleet which was cruising in
the southern Pacific, though feigning to be heading
toward Kobe, Japan, as its destination; and reached,
after direct voyage, on August 14, the Pagan Island, of
German possession, where it stayed at anchorage or in
cruising around there. On the 23d day of that month
the war broke out between this country and Germany,
· but the ship remained in the same condition until
September 7, when it sailed farther south to the Saipan
Island, of German possession, where it stayed for
several days in a port of the island named Tanapag.
Thus it expected to furnish the German fleet with the
supplies on board. But, as it had no opportunity as
yet in meeting the said fleet, it decided to sail for the
"disguising'' destination in order to supplement foodstuffs. Leaving the port 'fanapag of the said Saipan
Island on September 8, it made a stop at the Pagan
Island, after which it sailed on toward Kobe.
It was about 2 o'clock in the morning of the 15th
day of September when the said ship 'vith its cargo was
captured at sea by the Hatsuharu, a destroyer of the
Imperial Japanese Navy, at about 400 meters north of
Tomogashuna of the Kidan-Strait.
The above facts were clearly established bY. the report
of the acting commander, Bunichi Harada, of the destroyer Hatsuharu, lieutenant of the Imperial Japanese
Navy; by the statements made by Capt. Fritz von Bilgrim of the steamship Zuimo, Chief Mate Johann ~ansch,
and one of the cre,v, a Li Yao Cheng; l)y the report of
the examination of the log book provided in the said
ship; by the nature of the cargo itself; and also by the
incompleteness of the records related to the ship.
The points maintained by the counsellor for the petitioners are as foJlo,vs: 'J:'hat the steamship Zuimo and
its cargo on board are altogether possessed by the petitioners; that since the ship was entirely ignorant of the
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outbreak of the war bet,veen Japan and Germany until
it was captured on September 15 at the l{idan-Strait,
after leaving Shanghai, as its "last starting port," release
of the ship should be made by virtue of the imperial
ordinance No. 163, article 5; that the fact that the ship
made ten1porary anchorages at the Pagan and Saipan
Islands a1nounts to no n1ore than that it cast anchor at
the ''no-man's island of an unkno\vn sea"; it should
not, therefore, be considered in its later relationships as
its "last starting gprt" or the so-called "the national
port of the ship" or "the neutral port" as is mentioned
in the last section of the said article; that, as the ship
is solely used for the regional, limited navigation, it
should be released, together \Vith its cargo, by virtue of
the naval order No. 8, article 25, and that, since the
cargo was not carried with the view of belligerent purposes, the ship and its cargo on board should be released.
On the other hand, the· public procurator of the prize co~ct~~~ri~n . or
court maintains, in brief, that the ship and its cargo
should be seized because they are clearly ''enemy ship
and enemy cargo," and, furthermore, they do not come
under the provisions which are provided for special
exemption.
. cour t Is
. of op1n1on
. . ,th a t a t t h e pres en t genei~ a t.Ion private
C a P t property
n r e or
'I'l11s
the precedents and established rules of the international at sea.
law justly recognize the right of a belligerent power to
seize any enemy ship and enemy goods on the sea in
time of war, except those which are exempted by virtue
of international law, or those which come under the provisions specifically providing for such exemption between
the participating belligerents; and our law-s and regulations concerning the maritime capture are nothing but
the adoption of these principles.
Now as to this case, it is the opinion of this court that there Ignorance or
.
hostilities.
IS scarcely any doubt about the enemy character of the
ship and cargo, for the steamship Zuimo is justly entitled
to fly the German flag, and the cargo on board is possessed
by a company of German nationality. 'The imperial
ordinance No. 163, article 5, section 1, of the third year
of Taisho (A. D. 1914) should be interpreted as being
without applicability to a ship \vhich, though ignorant
of the fact of the existence of \Var, sailed from its last
port after the outbreak of \Var. It can not be denied
that the ship \Vas at anchor at Tanapag IIarbor of the
Saipan Island of German possession after the clcclara-
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tion of the 'var between Japan and Germany, and did
not leave there until September 8, making it clear that
Shanghai, its port before the declaration of war, \Vas
nothing but its very first starting port. Consequently,
the provision of article 5, section 1, should not be applied
in this case. Obviously, neither section 3 of the same
article, nor the same imperial ordinance, nor any other
exceptions, providing for exemption, should be applied.
or Furthermore, the so-called ''enemy ships engaged in the
regional, limited navigation" mentioned in the naval
order No. 8, article 25, of the third year of Taisho
(A. D. 1914), should be interpreted so as to mean nothing more than the small craft engaged in shipping of the
marine and agricultural products, and in general transportation 'vith and among the neighboring islands; no
steamship engaged in the coastal navigation should be
included. It is clear that the ship under consideration
belongs to a powerful German joint-stock company,
tonnage being about 1,903, engaged always in the transportation of goods, navigating along the Yangtse River
and the far eastern coast, 'vith Shanghai as its base.
It does not, therefore, come under the rules providing
for exemption. It should also be considered that the
ship did sail with the definite. purpose of furnishing the
supplies to the German fleet 'vhich was cruising in the
southern Pacific at that particular time. Ho,vever, it
is quite a useless task to inquire 'vhether it did so for
belligerent purposes or not, since they have already been
decided to be "enemy ship and enemy goods."
Such being the case, it is the opinion of the court that
the seizure of the said steamship and cargo on board is
justifiable and they ought t<;> be condemned as stated in
the text.
At the prize court at Sasebo the 21st day of November
of the third year of Taisho (A. D. 1914).
Decision rendered in the presence of Ma tsukichi
Koyama, public procurator.
Taro Tezuka, president, the prize court at Sasebo;
Shizen l(omaki, counsellor, the prize court at Sasebo;
Tsutsumu Hirose, counsellor, the prize court at Sasebo;
Sadayoshi Asaki, secretary, the prize court at Sasebo.
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Upon appeal fron1 the above decision the supreme
prize court has rendered its decision on the 29th day of
last month (March 29, 1915) as follows:

Appen1.

DECIRION

Petitioner: Harnburg-Amerikanische Packetfahrt Actiengescllschaft, of Hamburg, Germany.
Representative: George Bohlsen, Ha1nburg-American
Line, Shanghai, China .
• Deputy: Robert Copus, Kitanon1achi, Kobe.
Counsellor for petitioner: Joei Hirata, counsellor at
law.
The supreme prize court considers, in the presence of
the procurators, Hideyoshi Arimatsu and Kisaburo
Suzuki, J. D., the appeal from a decision of the prize
court at Sasebo rendered on the 21st day of November
of the third year of Taisho (A. D. 1914), which authorized the conden1nation of the German steamship Zuimo
and its cargo consisting of 600 tons of Miike coal, 900
tons of Cardiff coal, 60 barrels of machine oil, and 3 cases
of medical supplies, all of \vhich vvere captured at sea by
the Flatsuharu, of the Imperial Japanese Navy, on the
15th day of September of the third year of Tashio
(.A_. D. 1914), at about 400 n1eters north of Tomogashima
at the Kidan Strait; the appeal being made by the
petitioner I--Iamburg-Amerikanische Packetfahrt Actiengesellschaft; representative George Bohlsen, Deputy
Robert Copus, and his counsellor, Jo8i Hirata, counsellor
at la,v.
The points of the protest presented by Joei Hirata, pi~~1Yt!~~nt
counsellor for the petitioners, can be summarized as
follo\vs:
That the captain and the crevv of the ship \vere entirely
ignorant of the outbreak of the war betv1een Japan and
Germany until they were captured;
That the cargo was not transported for any belligerent
purpose;
Thn,t the ship should be released by virtue of the itnperial ordinance }J o. 163, article 5, of the third year of
Ta.isho (A. D. 1914), brcause it put to sea from its last
starting port of Shanghai \vithout any kno\vlcdge of the
existence of war bet\veen Japan and Germany;
That the fact that the ship n1acle ten1porary anchorages
at the Pagan and Saipan Islands a1nounts to no more

for
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than that it cast anchor at ''a no-man's island of an
unkno\vn sea," it should not, therefore, be considered in
its later relationships, ns its ''last starting port," as
stated in the imperial ordinance No. 5, article 1, or "the
national port of the ship!' or "the neutral port," as is
mentioned in section 3 of the san1e article;
That, as the ship h~s solely been used for the regional,
li1nited navigation, it should be released, together with
its cargo, by ~irtue of 'the naval order No. 8, article 25;
That, for these reasons, it is urged the steamship
Zu,imo and its entire cargo on board should be released,
reversing the original decision.
co~~~~~;~i~n.ror
On the other hand, Matsukichi Koyama, procurator
of the prize court at Sasebo, maintains:
That the ship under consideration belongs to the enemy
and the cargo on board is ''enemy goods on an enemy
ship;" it is therefore clear that even the appellant does
not dispute this point;
That the enemy ship may be exempted from capture
at the time of outbreak of war only,vhen it comes under the
rules of the exemption expressly declared by the belligerent power; the si1nple fact that it lacks the knowledge of
the outbreak of war does not itself exempt it from
seizure;
That even admitting \Vhat the appellant contends that
the captain and his crew were ignorant of the outbreak
of the war, attention must be called to the fact that there
is no provision in the imperial ordinance No. 163 of the
third year of Taisho which relates to a ship like this one
that left the Saipan Island of German possession after
the outbreak of war bet\veen this country and Germany,
na1nely, on Sept~mber 8;
. EnemydestinaThat as to the belliO'erent
purpose of the transportation.
b
tion, there is no room for doubt \Vhen \Ye come to consider the following facts: first, the cargo \Vas \Var supplies; secondly, there were t\vo German warships (Scharnhorst and Gneisenau) cruising in the southern Pacific at
that particular tin1e;
Thirdly, the fact that the captain, leaving the Pagan
Island for the Saipan, left two letters in the charge of
the adn1inistrator of the said island, \Vhich were very
likely addressed to the captains of the German \Varships.
But it is in11naterial to investigate \Vhether or not the
ship transported the cargo for belligerent purposes, since
it is enough to condemn it as prize \Vhen they are proved
to be "enen1y ship and ene1ny cargo";

ENEMY VESSEL AND C'ARGO

That it is clear that Shanghai was its first port
departure and the Saipan Island was its last port of
departure-this can be established judging from the fact
that it was laden at Shanghai with coal and other war
supplies for the Gennan fleet of the southern Pacificthen sailing for the Pagan Island on August 7 where it
cruised about three weeks around there, but failing to
meet the fleet moved to the Saipan Island on September
4, where it remained until the 8th, when it decided to
sail for Kobe in order to sup:)lement the foodstuffs;
That the Saipan can not be considered as "a no-man's po~~:pan
island of an unknown sea''; because, according to the
state1nents 1nade by the first mate, Johann Hansch, and
by Elbert Rosche, -a passenger from the Saipan Island,
there is Lan-Lau Bay in the east of Saipan, and in the
west of Tanapag I-Iarbor there are some habitations
counting 2,400 natives, 15 Germans, and 8 Japanese;
and not only that, but the 1nap sho,vs there is a harbor
in the Tanapag Bay which bears the same name.
That, as stated in the original paper of decision, it is
clear that the ship is not the "enemy ship used in the
regional, limited navigation," 'vithin the meaning of the
naval order No. 25 of the third year of Taisho (A. D.
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That in the whole view of the case it is proper that the
original court condemned the ship and its cargo; and
since there is no foundation for claim, it should be dismissed.
The following is the opinion of this court:
Judgment.
That, since there is no dispute as to the right of the .an~~~~io. vessel
ship in flying the Gern1an flag, since its cargo on board
belongs to a Gern1an trading company, and since the
ship and its cargo are of enemy character, there is no
question about the condemnation even though the cargo
were not for belligerent use;
That the exemption of such ship and cargo can be
made only when they fulfilled the conditions provided
by the express terms of the treaty No. 11 of the fortyfifth year of Meiiji, the imperial ordinance No. 163, of
the third year of 'riasho, or the naYal order No. 8 of the
same year. Nevertheless, the fact that the ship set sail
fron1 Tanapag Harbor ·of the Saipan Island of German
possession, on the 8th day of the third year of 1'aisho,
\Vhich is proved by the log book of the ship and other
documents, can not be denied. Therefore, the ship does
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not come under the provi;:don of the so-called ''Imperial
German ships which left their last starting port before
the outbreak of war," of the imperial o.rdinance No. 163,
article 5, of the third year of '"faisho.
tu;e~rt of deparIt is clear, therefore, that they can not be exempted
from seizure by virtue of the said provision, even though
we accept the fact that the crev1s were ignorant of the
outbreak of the war.
Though the appellant urges that the ship left its last
starting port of Shanghai on the 7th day of August, of
the third year of Taisho, and that its temporary anchorages at the Pagan and Saipan Islands are nothing more
than its stoppages at" the no-man's island of an unkno\vn
sea," the logbook and other documents clearly show that
it stayed for several days at Tanapag Harbor; and sent a
second engineer ashore for medical treatment, \vhile
loading with some foodstuffs and taking a passenger
aboard. Therefore, it can not be considered an anchorage
at "the no-man's island of an unknown sea."
The so-called" last· starting port," provided in the said
imperial order No. 5, does not mean the base of the
starting port of a voyage, but it simply means the last
port during its navigation. This can be clearly seen in
the cause of its origin, the treaty No. 6 of the forty-fifth
year of Meiji, article 3. Therefore, the protest against
this point has no foundation.
Local traffic.
Again, it can not be denied that the ship, possessing a
tonnage of 1,903, was engaged in navigation for transportation of goods along the Y angtse River and the far
eastern coast, with Shanghai as its base; this is proved
by the builder's certificate of the S. S. Zuimo and other
documents, and by the actual fact that the ship made
voyages from Shanghai to Kobe. Therefore, the ship
does not come under the provision "the enemy ship used
for regional, limited navigation" of the naval order No. 8,
article 25, of the third year of Taisho. Therefore, it can
not be released by virtue of the said provision.
The so-called ''enemy ships used in the regionallimited navigation" means simply those small craft used
for the coastal transportation of a limited area; and this
is clearly sho\vn in the cause of the enactment of the
treaty No. 11 of the forty-fifth year of Meiji. Again,
therefore, this point hus no foundation .
.•..t\. s stated above, there is no ground for appeal.
The court, therefore, is of opinion that the appeal
should be dismissed.

THE EORUS
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.._.c\.t the supren1e prize court, the 29th day of March of
the fourth year of 1'aisho (A. D. 19 15).
Baron Junjiro l!osokavv-a, Litt. D., president', the
supreme prize court; Baron Koroku Tsutsuki, J. D.
counsellor, the supreme prize court; Genji Baba, counsellor, the supreme prize court; J oichiro Tsuru; counsellor, the supreme prize court; I-Iideo Yokota, (J. D.
counsellor, the supreme prize court; Kajkuichi Murakamu, counsellor, the supreme prize court; Sakuei
Takahashi, J. D. counsellor, the supreme prize court;
Jujiro Sakata, counsellor, the supre1ne prize court;
Chozo Koike, counsellor, the supreme prize court;
Mayuki Akiyama, counsellor, the supreme prize court;
Joji Matsumoto, J. D. counsellor, the supreme prize
court.
THE SEIZURE AND DESTRUCTION OF THE GERMAN
SAILING VESSEL "EORUS"

Jan. 9, 1915
(Prize court at Sasebo)

DECISION ·

Examining the statement of the procurator concerning
the seizure of the German sailing vessel Eorus, the court
renders the decision as follows:
The sailing vessel Eorus is decreed seized.
FACTS AND REASONS

The sailing vessel under our consideration is a posses- statement or·
sion of a Y aluit Joint-stock Co. of Hamburg, Germany, fact.
registered at Hamburg. Under German flag, the ship
engaged in the transportation of goods among the islands
of the southern Pacific.
When the state of 'var was established bet"reen this
country and Germany on the 23d day of August of the
third year of Taisho (A. D. 1914), the ship sailed, 'vithout cargo, from the Y aruit Island, of the German Marshall Archipelago, for Honolulu, of the I-Iawaiian Islands
of the United States, apparently in order to avoid capture in a neutral port. It 'vas 'vhen the ship 'vas passing ·
a paint on the sea on a course 75 a 'vest of north
near the Diamond lieacl lighthouse, about 21° 12·, 30"
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north latitude,· and 157° 55' 30" \Vest lono-itude on
0
'
October 24 of the same year, that she was captured by
the H. I. S. Hizen, which sent her to the bottom at a
point 7.5 miles southwest of the lighthouse (that is, 7.5
miles from the coast), at 8.09 p. m. (Honolulu standard
time), of the same day.
The above· fact is well established by the document
called "Captain's statement," the list of crew, the log
book, the certificate of the nationality of the ship, a
letter of Jansen Menke, of the branch office of the Yaluit
Co., dated September 9, 1914, addressed to Harhachfeldt
& Co. another letter of the same person, dated September
3, 1914, addressed to the base of the German Asiatic
Fleet, the joint report by Lieut. Bikei Imaizumi and
Capt. C. Friedricksen on the seizure, and the report of
Capt. Y asukata l(awanami, commander of the H. I. S.
Hizen.
Qf
The court is of opinion that a belligerent power can
capture any enemy merchantman which navigates in the
public sea, knowing the outbreak of \Var; and. it is also
a \Veil-established rule of the international law, recognized by the theory and precedents, that the captor can
destroy the prize in case it hinders the mblitary action to
take the captured ship into the captor's port.
Therefore, we are inclined to justify the action of the
H. I. S. Hizen \Vhich captured the enemy ship :!tS such
whe» the latter was sailing toward Honolulu in order to
avoid capture.
According to the statement made by Commander
ICa\vanami of the H. I. S. Hizen, his warship \Vas \Vatching the German war~hip Geier \Vhich was sheltering itself
in the port of Honolulu, and it \Vas also preventing the
northward move1nent of the powerful enemy fleet.
Under these circumstances, it is quite obvious that the
effect of the military action n1ight have been hindered, if
they transported the prize; therefore it is also la,vful that
they destroyed it.
Hence, the court decrees as stated in the text.
At the prize court at Sasebo, the 9th day of January
of the fourth year of Taisho (A. D. 1·915).
Taro Tezuka, president, the prize court at Sasebo;
Fushi Inuru, counsellor, the prize court at Sasebo; Otojiro Ito, counsellor, the prize court at Sasebo; Terufusa
Hori, counsellor, the prize court at Sasebo; Shunichi
Nagaoka, J. D., counsellor the prize court at Sasebo;
Yuichiro I(uina, secretary, the prize court at Sasebo.
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THE SEIZURE OF THE NOR,VEGIAN STEAMSHIP
"CHRISTIAN BOLES" AND ITS CARGO
(Prize court at Sasebo)

DECISION

J~xamining

the statement of the procurator concerning
the seizure of the Norwegian steamship Christian Boles
and its cargo, the court renders the decision as follo'\vs:
TEXT

The steamship and its cargo on board should be
released.
FACTS AND REASONS

The steamship under our consideration is a merchant- statement or
. to a Christian
. . B oIes Co. of N orway, an d tact.
man belonging
is registered at Bergen, ~Torway. Under the Nor\vegian
flag, it has been engaged in transportation of goods.
The said company has rented it to the J. J. Moore Co.,
of San Francisco, United States of America, which in
turn rented the same to the Robert Dollar Co., of San
Francisco, United States of America. Under that contract, the ship has been engaged in navigation between
Shanghai, China, and the Pacific ports of the United States.
On the 27th day of January of the fourth year of
Taisho (A. D. 1915) the ship put to sea from Shanghai for
San Pedro, United States of America, laden with cotton
oil, cowhides, eggs, poppy seeds, wool, pig iron, and other
commodities. It carried aboard a passenger, one
G. Blumenstock, a reserve surgeon of the German Army,
who assumed a Swiss name of L. Belnasconie, under the
status of supercargo.
. Unneutralserv·
Arriving at Kobe J via l{aratsu J Japan J on February 1J ICe.
and being laden vvith corn and otper goods, the ship \Vas
searched by the H. I. S. Tatsuta, and on the 5th of the
same n1onth it \Vas declared seized on the grounds that
the ship had aboard a man who most likely could help
the military affairs against our country; that the captain's statement did not agree with the log book of the
ship; and that the log book \vas disarranged.
The above facts are clearly established by the report
of the acting commander, Saisuke Koizumi, I-I. I. J. N.,
lieutenant of the fl. I. S. Tatsuta, the examinations of
Capt. J. Hilleri the crew, and G. Blumenstock, the certificate of nationality of the ship, the certificate of registration of the ship, the list of cre\v, the charter party, the
log book, the inventory, and the bill of lading.
The procurator urges that the capture of the said
steamship was la\vful, but that the ship and its cargo
should be released immediately.
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The court is of opinion that the captain did not present
all the lists of crew when searched; and even those presented later do not coincide with the actual staff; moreover, the records are disH,rranged; and the captain's
statement differs from the list of cre,v.
It 'vas clearly learned by the dispatch from our
consul general at Shanghai to the commander of the
H. I. S. Tatsuta that one L. Belnasconie of Switzerland,
registered in the list of crew as a supercargo has been
dead for some four months. Again it is plain fact that
the very ship secretly carried Von Hinsze, the German
minister to China, under the false name of W. Rogers
when it sailed on December 5, 1914, from Everett,
United States of America, to Shanghai.
Under these circumstances, and judging from this
man's conduct it is quite natural that the acting commander of the H. I. S. Tatsuta suspected him as a German
officer in command of the ship in behalf of Germany for·
her military aim.
Therefore, we consider that the capture of the ship.
and its cargo was lawful.
Suspicion not
Despite all these facts it is the opinion of this court
well founded.
that the ship and its cargo should be released immediately·
on the following grounds:
Because the difference in the registered and actual
number of the cre'v was only due to the fact that some·
of the crew went ashore at Karatsu on January 30this fact was not reported to the searching officers:
Because the person 'vho assumed the name Belnasconie·
was really a German surgeon, a reserve German Army
surgeon, who had been practicing medicine in Shanghai,
and was returning home in order to join the military
fore~ of his country, and traveled· under a false name in
order to avoid detention by the British authorities
but was not commanding the ship for belligerent purposes; and,
Vessel restored.
Because the cargo on board is not contraband of 'var.
We decide, therefore, as stated in the text. At theprize court at Sasebo, the 26th day of February of thefourth year of Taisho (A. D. 1915).
'l'aro Tezuka, president, the prize court at Sasebo;
Fushi Inurn, counsellor, the prize court at Sasebo ~
Thunichi Nagaska, J.D., counsellor, the prize court at
Sasebo; Kai Matsuoka, counsellor, the prize court at.
Sasebo; On Hirose, counsellor, the prize court at Sasebo;
Katsuji Kitamura, secretary, the prize court at Sasebo ..

